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After twenty seven years of democratic transition,  
Chile is redefining the basis of a social pact that reflects its 
citizens’ shared experience since the end of the Pinochet  
era: a new Constitution. 

In October 2015, the Chilean government launched  
a national, multi-year process to draft and approve the new 
Constitution. But, in so doing, it faced a major challenge:  
How to overcome an increasing mistrust in the political process  
and its actors, and to ensure the process would incorporate  
the voices of the citizens in an open, inclusive, informed,  
and productive way?

Through innovative tools, a group of experts and practitioners 
supported the Government of Chile in developing a 
sophisticated and practical participatory mechanism that  
also saw them accompany the process to avoid bias and  
protect the public interest. 

The outcome: more than 200,000 Chileans have participated  
in the process and shared their perspectives on the  
Constitution. Their contributions have been carefully collected 
and will provide the basis for the future steps of constitutional 
debate. 

Researchers, policymakers, civil society representatives,  
and Constitution scholars directly involved in the design  
and implementation of this participatory process will present 
the results and discuss the implications, shortfalls, and  
lessons to re-engage citizens and make the Constitution-making 
process more responsive to people’s expectations. 
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8:30 – 9:000 Registration

9:00 – 9:100 Opening remarks   (hrrec and idrc)

9:10 – 10:40 Towards a new Constitution: the Chilean participatory approach

Political and institutional challenges for  
Constitutional change in Chile
tomás jordán

Two hundred thousand voices: design and implementation  
of  the participatory process  
rodrigo araya

Keeping it fair: the observer’s council and the role of  civil society 
salvador millaleo and hernán larraín

10:40 – 11:00 Health break (and coffee/tea)

11:00 – 12:30 International perspectives on Constitution-making and  
civic engagement. Lessons from Chile
john packer (Panel moderator)
summit bisarya
tom ginsburg
eugenio tironi

12:30 – 12:45 Closing remarks   (hrrec and idrc)
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